HARDWARE for HARD WEAR

ISO 9001 CERTIFIED

M A N U FA C T U R I N G

610 Series Bar Lock

Kit Includes
(1) Plastic coated handle with handle clip
(2) Post bracket hinge assemblies
( Pipe included with complete welded assemblies only )

Available in aluminum or steel construction/zinc finish
Available as complete assembly with welded pipe
Availeble as lose components (pipe not included)
Available with square or round holes
Available with hinge butt option(s)
Optional heavy duty handle & hasp (sold seperately)
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Available hinge butt options with our security hinge pin.
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A. L. Hansen’s security hinge pin provides added security, improved
appearance and reduced maintenance. Our security hinge pin has a
washer which is formed as part of the pin. This allows us to provide a flush
hinge pin, eliminate unsightly welds or stake marks and rule out any
possibility of removing the pin by riving it thru the hinge. our free flow
finish is a standard feature on virtually all of our steel hinges. It provides
more than 500 hours of salt spray protection and reduces the need for
zerks and bronze bushings. This is achieved by a process of applying a
blend of solid film lubricants in a heat cured, organic resin binder, leaving a
thin, dry bonded lubricating coating.
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